Elephants (African Animals)

Elephants (African Animals)
Discusses elephants, their African habitat,
food, and behavior.

African Wildlife Foundation A detailed genetic study in 2010 confirmed that the African bush elephant and the African
forest elephant are African Elephant Facts for Kids Elephants African Animals - 4 min - Uploaded by BBC
StudiosWant more natural history and wildlife videos? Visit the official BBC Earth channel: http:// African Elephant
National Geographic Learn about African forest elephants, as well as the threats this species faces, what WWF is doing
to protect its future, and how you can help. Elephant: an Endangered Species - Bagheera African elephant facts and
pictures in an animal profile. Threats to African elephants WWF Africas savanna elephant populations are dwindling as
a result of the demand for their ivory tusks. Find out how AWF is fighting the killing, trafficking, and African elephants
WWF The African Bush Elephant is the largest of all living creatures on land today, with some individuals growing to
weigh more than 6 tonnes. elephant Description, Habitat, Scientific Names, Weight, & Facts At first glance, African
and Asian elephants appear the same. An informed eye, however, can distinguish the two species. An African bull
elephant (adult male) Elephant Basic Facts About Elephants Defenders of Wildlife At first glance, African elephants
look similar to Asian elephants, but they are different species that live in different parts of the world. Here are some
helpful clues Facts About Elephants African Elephants & Asian Elephants Of the two species, African elephants are
divided into two subspecies (savannah and forest), while the Asian elephant is divided into four subspecies (Sri Elephant
{Loxodonta Africana} - Thanks to satellite collars, 60 elephants will be monitored for better protection elephant
movements, said Bas Huijbregts, African species Wildlife. African Elephants. The greatest challenge to both forest
elephants and savannah elephants today is illegal killing to feed the ivory trade. Between 2010 African elephant San
Diego Zoo Kids One species of African elephant, the bush elephant, is the largest living terrestrial animal, while the
forest elephant is the third-largest. Their thickset bodies rest on stocky legs, and they have concave backs. Their large
ears enable heat loss.
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